Personalise your perfect hamper
Cooking and baking is the latest trendy
hobby for men and women alike and
with so many donning their aprons and
whipping up tasty recipes for family and
friends, what could be a more perfect
Christmas gift than a unique and
personally selected Middle Eastern
Hamper by Terra Rossa.
This exquisite Arabian speciality
company has won 45 Great Taste
Awards for its delicious range of
authentic products over recent years ranging from extra virgin olive oils, herb and spice mixes,
sauces and dips and scrumptious Middle Eastern sweets.
Terra Rossa’s Christmas hampers are made to order, with each component individually selected
according to taste. Each hamper is beautifully presented and created to suit all budgets making it
perfect for friends or even a corporate gift for valued clients.

Mini Arabian Hampers are a wonderful introduction to
Middle Eastern cuisine and whether the recipient has a
sweet tooth or enjoys intense savoury flavours,
Terra Rossa can create the ideal gift hamper for you. For
example, the Three Oils and Sauce Hamper contains extra
virgin olive oils, a Sinolea and one each infused with chilli
and lemon. You then choose a sauce – either Dukka
Harissa, Aubergine Relish or Zaatar Sauce – and together
with beautiful hand-made ceramic pot you are ready to start
dipping in true Arabian style. Simply drizzle the oils liberally
over your choice of sauce and dunk with fresh crusty bread.

The Sweet Hamper is equally authentic and contains Pomegranate Molasses, Baba’s Rashi &
Dibis (a gorgeously sweet spread made from sesame paste (Tahini) and dates; and a choice of
either Manna from Heaven (a unique sweet made from the resin of trees grown only in Northern
Iraq) or Assorted Nougat with Pistachios.
Terra Rossa’s custom-made Grand Arabian Hampers are the ultimate gift for fine food lovers,
again each personally tailored according to taste and packed with a selection of delicious
ingredients from sauces and herb mixes, exquisite extra virgin olive oils, balsamic vinegar to
sweets and fine wine.

The Deluxe Hamper contains three extra virgin olive oils including two infused, several herb
mixes a choice of three different sauces, a selection of mouth-watering sweets and either a
Lebanese wine, a Jordanian wine or a top quality balsamic vinegar.
Whatever the hamper you choose for your loved ones and friends, you can guarantee that it will
take pride under the Christmas tree and the thought and care you have put into this unique gift
will not go unnoticed.

For more information, visit www.terra-rossa.com
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